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Topic #1: Exacerbation of MENA Food Crisis Following Russian Invasion
Open-air markets bustle with transactions, a leading food resource for Yemeni families. At least

27% of the grain used to produce the bread in these markets comes from Ukraine, whose agricultural
sector has been stricken by conflict.

Rising food prices and poverty levels in MENA hike further due to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine,
a leading exporter of agricultural products to the region. One example comes from Lebanon, where 80%
of imported wheat in 2020 came from Ukraine, a product that makes up 35% of the country’s caloric
intake. Following an explosion at Beirut's port in 2020, Lebanon only has capacity to store grain reserves
for one month, plunging the population into uncertainty.

Another example comes from Egypt, where half of all wheat imports come from Russia and 30%
from Ukraine. An especially vulnerable instance, Egypt imports the most wheat in the world and depends
on Russian fertilizer. With the drop in fertilizer exports in response to Russian economic sanctions, even
non-import dependent countries could see a rise in food prices due to an increase in fuel prices and drop
in global agricultural productivity.

Since February of 2022, Russia’s invasion
of Ukraine has halted major supply chains along
the Black Sea, a region trading 12% of the world’s
calories. To prevent  a domestic humanitarian
crisis, Ukraine banned grain and food product
exports which constitute 45% of its overall exports,
devastating their economy. Moreover, supply chain
disruptions persist as farmers flee the country and
conflict destroys infrastructure and equipment.
Mercurial weather changes and droughts hit
regions such as Afghanistan, South Sudan, Nigeria,
and Somalia the hardest.

While nations such as India and China have offered short term food aid donations, these efforts
could deter local agricultural practices. Food dumping of cheap foreign aid from wealthy to developing
nations has the potential to make cheap grain readily available to MENA nations, forcing local farmers to
compete with nearly free foreign imports. As supply chains and weather changes fluctuate due to the
Covid-19 pandemic and global warming, price shocks will continue to ravage MENA food products
without the aid of ECOSOC.

How can food aid be delivered without deterring regional food production? Can MENA economies
diversify their wheat import sources? What solutions can address conflict-stricken regions and supply
chain disruptions?

Resources:

Al Jazeera - Ukraine War Aggravate Food Crisis:



https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2022/6/3/ukraine-war-aggravating-existing-global-food-crisis-un-wa
rns
Human Rights Watch- African Food Crisis Looms:
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=27366&LangID=E
Agriculture and Food Security- Food Aid Dumping:
https://www.voanews.com/africa/un-forced-displacement-conflicts-soaring-despite-pandemic

Image:
https://cdn.britannica.com/w:400,h:300,c:crop/82/180782-050-25983825/Syrians-Turkey-refuge-assault-v
illages-Kurdish-war-September-2014.jpg

Topic #2: Diversifying Oil-Dependent Economies
Twenty nations’ economies rest on a single number: the price of oil. Petrostates are

defined as economies heavily dependent on the exportation of oil, in which political and economic power
is concentrated in the hands of the elite, and where political institutions are susceptible to corruption.

Such governments have an immense impact on social and economic activity. In Kuwait,
oil and natural gas rents equaled 184% of government spending. Many Persian Gulf states live entirely off
their oil and gas wealth, totaling half of their GDP and over 70% of their budget revenue. The danger of
resource-dependent economies lies in what happens when the price of that resource changes; namely,
economic collapse. For new nations such as South Sudan, it means their economy has no time to develop
as it survives primarily on one export and imports all other products. This halts non-oil sector industries’
development and creates further resource dependence in a vicious, non-renewable cycle.

While this cycle hurts developing nations, it
benefits countries with established and diversified
economies. Mexico and Dubai leveraged their location
and resources to join NAFTA and build hubs of tourism
and commerce. However, most petrostates do not
attempt diversification, instead seeking economic
domination through large, state-run oil companies. With
303 billion oil barrels, Venezuela stands as the most
oil-rich nation in the world. 99% of Venezuelan foreign
exchange earnings come from PDVSA, a state-run oil
company in which safety conditions have worsened
since a 2012 gas leak explosion which killed 48 people
and damaged almost 2,000 homes.

Resource-dependence may preclude the development of other sectors, known as Dutch Disease.
Industries such as textiles and clothing are key factors that drive women to participate in the workforce.
Petrostates thus often have lower rates of female workers, impeding womens’ access to social and
political participation. Further bars from social freedom arise from turbulent global energy prices and
weather changes that become exacerbated with over-investment into these oil rich countries at the expense
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of agricultural and manufacturing sectors. As oil prices dove into the negatives in 2020, ECOSOC must
act soon to aid vulnerable petrostate citizens.

How can petrostates diversify their economies while maintaining foreign investment? Can ECOSOC
discourage resource dependence while ensuring national sovereignty? What preventative measures can be
taken to reduce resource-dependence in developing economies?

Resources:
Harvard University- Atlas of Economic Complexity:
https://atlas.cid.harvard.edu/countries/138
BBC- Oil Price War in Asia
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-51796748
Cato Institute- Petrostates in a Changing World
https://www.cato.org/commentary/petrostates-changing-world
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Topic #3: Lack of Infrastructure in Chad

A lack of infrastructure has majorly affected multiple countries, including Angola, Haiti, Lebanon
and many others. Infrastructure is an important factor for the success of countries allowing for the
reduction of poverty and the growth of their economy.

Chad is the fifth largest country in Africa, and with it being landlocked, trade with its surrounding
neighbors is tremendously important. Trade in Chad is heavily reliant on its roads, due to the lack of
infrastructure including little to no railways and limited number of rivers, however, 95% of Chad's
international and national trade are through roads. Only 870km of the 40,000km of roads in Chad were
paved in 2006 and with high transport cost, rain could make some regions inaccessible. As these
geographic difficulties compound, Chad has been ranked 143rd out of 148 countries with the least amount
of infrastructure world wide. The effects of the Civil War on Chad were immense, including the
destruction of roads, the corruption of the country's power and water distributors which leaves citizens
wondering whether or not their water is contaminated, and the lack of telecommunications. With unpaved
roads and the mismanagement of government run power, the infrastructure improvement efforts have
been slow.

Niger faces similar issues to Chad such as poor
road conditions and poor air transport safety. The volumes
of Nigers international and intercontinental traffic are
amongst the lowest in West Africa. Additionally, the
underdevelopment of its air transport  sector is a reflection
of the low level of economic activity as well as the high
cost of air transport. With the severe lack of funding, the six
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airports in Niger need to be rehabilitated in order to ensure air safety.

Regarding Chad’s infrastructural challenges, many groups have been willing to help. One way
these groups have helped is by building water pumps in cities and towns. Before the arrival of these
groups, Chad had no running water and water distributors were often corrupt and demanded high amounts
of money for their services. With the implementation of these water pumps, the quality of life in Chad has
improved. However, with this short term solution, water distributors still demand  high prices and if these
pumps were in need of being repaired, the towns will face the same previous issues. In addition, the
government has put aside money to gradually help with the recovery of roads but with this being said,
there is still a lack of trade through Chad causing the economy to continuously struggle.
How can the roads in Chad be improved faster so that their economy doesn't struggle? In what ways can
the access to clean water and water services be further helped? How can the government's corruption be
prevented to stop further damage?

Resources:
https://www.isdb.org/case-studies/paving-the-way-out-of-poverty-expanding-chads-transport-network
https://www.nationsencyclopedia.com/economies/Africa/Chad-INFRASTRUCTURE-POWER-AND-CO
MMUNICATIONS.html
The Conversation- Chad and Climate Change;
https://theconversation.com/chad-is-the-country-most-vulnerable-to-climate-change-heres-why-78423

Topic #4: Kpop Industry’s impact on Youth Mental Health in East Asia

Each year, Kpop has contributed $10 billion dollars to South Korea's economy and allowed for
the creation of over 8,000 jobs in the entertainment industry. As of today, Kpop groups such as BTS are
known to be ambassadors for companies like
McDonald’s, Samsung and even high end brands like
Louis Vuitton.

Although Kpop has had a large impact on
South Korea's economy through more tourism and
foriegn exchange students, the industry’s glamor and
economic promise conceals a problematic reality.
Korean entertainment agencies have been accused of
treating the young artists cruelly, putting them in the
position of physical and mental abuse, continuous
stress, sleep deprivation and pressure to be “perfect” in
the public eye. The artists are made to project an unrealistic image of themselves in front of crowds and
cater to endless expectations, social norms and maintain the expectations for their fans. Such high
expectations for idols further stigmatizes the conversation surrounding youth mental health in South
Korea, which boasts the highest youth suicide rate among nations in the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development.

https://www.isdb.org/case-studies/paving-the-way-out-of-poverty-expanding-chads-transport-network
https://www.nationsencyclopedia.com/economies/Africa/Chad-INFRASTRUCTURE-POWER-AND-COMMUNICATIONS.html
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https://theconversation.com/chad-is-the-country-most-vulnerable-to-climate-change-heres-why-78423


Multiple artists have left the industry, developed some sort of mental disorder, collapsed on stage
or even commited suicide. One example is Jimin, from BTS, had been pressured by his agency to lose
weight in which he only ate one meal in 10 days. Due to an overbooked schedule, in 2014, a Ladies Code
manager sped to a meeting resulting in the death of two Kpop idols in a car accident. In addition, fans
have become obsessed with their idols' personal lives by invading the little privacy that they get. Recently,
people have become so invested in Kpop that wins and loses of their favorite artists are taken personally,
resulting in death threats and stalking.

In addition, stars have been expected to refrain from relationships because it seemingly takes
away from their appreciation of their fans. If an artist breaks the no-dating restriction they risk being
publicly defamed or attacked even by their own fanbase. Furthermore, 3 idols committed suicide within
two years, one known as Jonghyun from the group shinee in 2017, another known as Sulli who
experienced being publicly attacked by netizens for her personal viewpoints defining Korean social norms
as well as gender ideals. With unrealistic expectations, idols as young as 14 are expected to work 18 hours
per day, weighing no more than 47kg.

Given the exponential growth of this industry and its advent to South Korea’s economy, ECOSOC
needs to protect the negative effects it has on youth mental health.

How can idol contracts be negotiated to ensure idols’ privacy rights? Should South Korea invest in
industries less taxing to youth mental health? Does the Kpop industry create a model of abuse and
exploitation for other East Asian countries?

Resources:

Independent- Kpop Training Conditions:
https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/news/k-pop-stars-training-starving-exhaustion-g
ay-lgbt-south-korea-a9333071.html
The Guardian- Kpop Industry Abuse:
https://www.theguardian.com/global/2020/mar/29/behind-k-pops-perfect-smiles-and-dance-routines-are-t
ales-of-sexism-and-abuse
Asia Fund Managers- Kpop’s Economic Value:
https://www.asiafundmanagers.com/us/kpop-and-economic-impact-on-south-korea/#:~:text=K%2DPop%
20and%20the%20economic%20impact%20on%20South%20Korea&text=In%202004%2C%20it%20cont
ributed%200.2,boost%20on%20the%20Korean%20economy
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